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ABSTRACT: In pursuit of new lithium-rich phases and potential
electrides within the Li−N phase diagram, we explore theoretically the
ground-state structures and electronic properties of Li4N at P = 1 atm.
Crystal structure exploration methods based on particle swarm
optimization and evolutionary algorithms led to 25 distinct structures,
including 23 dynamically stable structures, all quite close to each other in
energy, but not in detailed structure. Several additional phases were
obtained by following the imaginary phonon modes found in low-energy
structures, as well as structures constructed to simulate segregation into
Li and Li3N. The candidate Li4N structures all contain NLin polyhedra,
with n = 6−9. They may be classified into three types, depending on their structural dimensionality: NLin extended polyhedral
slabs joined by an elemental Li layer (type a), similar structures, but without the Li layer (type b), and three-dimensionally
interconnected NLin polyhedra without any layering (type c). We investigate the electride nature of these structures using the
electron localization function and partial charge density around the Fermi level. All of the structures can be characterized as
electrides, but they differ in electronic dimensionality. Type-a and type-b structures may be classified as two-dimensional (2-D)
electrides, while type-c structures emerge quite varied, as 0-D, 2-D, or 3-D. The calculated structural variety (as well as detailed
models for amorphous and liquid Li4N) points to potential amorphous character and likely ionic conductivity in the material.

■ INTRODUCTION

We suggest in this paper that a metastable solid of composition
Li4N is likely to exist, possibly amorphous at standard
temperature and pressure, and that this material may in several
modifications provide us with examples of a P = 1 atm electride
of varying dimensionality.
To begin, let us examine what is known about the lithium−

nitrogen phase diagram, electrides, and why one might expect
Li4N to be an electride.
Li−N Compounds, Experimental. Under standard

conditions, two crystalline lithium−nitrogen compounds are
well known, namely Li3N (nitride)1 and LiN3 (azide).

2 Li3N,
the expected ionic composition, dominates the Li−N phase
diagram.3,4 There is some disagreement between theory and
experiment on its structure, to which we will return. In contrast
to the nitride, we have LiN3, containing the common NNN
azide anion, a metastable, reactive, energy-rich, and indeed
explosive compound.5,6

Recently, another lithium−nitrogen compound, Li2N2

(diazenide),7 was synthesized by controlled thermal decom-
position of ionic azides in a multi-anvil device under high-
pressure/high-temperature conditions, followed by returning
the material to 1 atm and room temperature. Li2N2 is
intermediate between Li3N and LiN3: featuring well-separated

molecular diazenide units (N2)
2−, it joins a small group of

reduced dinitrogen compounds.8

LiN3 contains Li+ and molecular linear azide ions (N3
−),

while Li3N predictably features N3−, leading to one of the most
ionic nitrides known. As expected, both compositions are
insulators. However, Li3N shows high ionic conductivity, of the
order of 10−3 Ω−1 cm−1 at room temperature,9 due to rapid
diffusion of Li+ ions caused by strong anharmonic thermal
vibrations.10 Conductivity measurements showed that Li2N2 is,
unusually, both an electronic and an ionic conductor.11

To understand lithium corrosion phenomena, the solubility
of non-metals in liquid lithium has been widely investigated.12

At temperatures above 400 °C, the solubility decreases in the
order N > H > C > O > F.13 Nitrogen thus shows very high
solubility in lithium. The Li−N phase diagram has been much
investigated experimentally,13,14 and well used in thermody-
namic modeling.15

Theory and Li−N Phases. There exist various algorithms
for generating optimum crystal structures.16 Last year, two
groups independently published a convex-hull diagram (an
especially convenient way of summarizing thermodynamic
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preferences) for the lithium−nitrogen system under both
standard and high pressures.17,18 Ma and co-workers17 used a
structure search method based on the swarm-optimization
CALYPSO algorithm.19 Oganov and co-workers18 used their
variable-composition evolutionary structure prediction tool, the
USPEX algorithm.20 Zunger and co-workers had already
performed a structure search for the sodium−nitrogen system
by using a global space-group optimization approach,21 and the
convex-hull diagram obtained is quite similar to that of the
lithium−nitrogen system.
The existing theoretical searches recover the known nitride

as the most stable compound over a range of pressures. The
convex-hull diagram also shows that LiN3 should be
thermodynamically unstable at standard pressure.17,18 Meta-
stable as the azide is, it can be made. On the N-rich side of the
Li−N phase diagram, the structure searches have predicted that
P63/mmc LiN2 should also be a thermodynamically stable
compound.17,18

Electrides. Electrides are generally defined as ionic
compounds in which anionic electrons reside in the interstitial
locations or voids of a host lattice.22 This form of matter is
relatively uncommon, but well characterized. Several electrides
are known at 1 atm,23−29 and more are predicted or observed in
high-pressure experiments, mainly in high-pressure allotropes
of elements (Li,30 C,31 Na,32 Cs,33 Mg,34 etc.). A common
occurrence in ionic crystals is that of F-centers or color
centersanionic vacancies filled by one or two electrons.35 A
chemical and physical theory of high-pressure electrides has
been proposed recently.36,37

Though it is common to think of electrides as solids, we
could extend the definition to liquids, as well. The history of
electrides then can be traced further back, to Davy’s observation
of the blue or bronze color of alkali metal−ammonia solutions
in 1808.29,38,39 No one who has seen these colors can forget
them. The color is due to solvated electrons and Li(NH3)4
molecules.40 We, therefore, see Davy’s alkali metal−ammonia
solutions within the electride universe.
In 1983, Dye and co-workers41 succeeded in the synthesis of

a crystalline organic electride, where the isolation of electrons is
achieved by the complexation of alkali cations by crown ethers
or cryptands.24 At room temperature, these compounds
degrade rapidly.42 But this problem was overcome, and a
thermally stable organic electride was synthesized by employing
a per-aza analogue of the cryptand.43

In 2002, Dye and co-workers also succeeded in the synthesis
of a thermally stable inorganic electride by inserting cesium into
zeolite ITQ-4.44 This electride is predicted to be metallic.45 The
year after, Hosono and co-workers synthesized another
inorganic electride based on a ceramic material (a mayenite-
type oxide), namely 12CaO·7Al2O3 (referred to as C12A7).46

They extracted the encapsulated O2− ions by using a metal such
as Ca via oxide formation from the sub-nanometer-sized cages
formed by Ca, Al, and O ions, resulting in a thermally stable
electride. C12A7 shows metallic conductivity (100 S cm−1 at
300 K)46 arising from cage-to-cage electron hopping (tunnel-
ing).47

The composition Li4N which we will explore in this paper is
a formally “isoelectronic” analogue to Ca2N, which is an
interesting alkaline earth (AE) metal−nitrogen system, a so-
called sub-nitride, and a well-studied electride.27,48 Ca2N has a
layered structure, made up of edge-sharing NCa6 octahedra
(anti-CdCl2 structure-type) with a N−Ca distance of 2.44 Å.27

Two-dimensionally confined anionic electrons are found in the

interlayer region. Other AE metal sub-nitrides, such as Sr2N
and Ba2N, have the same crystal structure and are also
predicted to be electrides.49 As far as we can tell, alkali metal
(A) sub-nitrides (A4N or higher) are not known under ambient
conditions. However, Li15N and Li5N compositions are
predicted to be stable under high pressure.18 There is also a
theoretical study of the metastability of gas-phase perlithiated
molecules, such as Li4N and Li5N.

50 As will emerge in our
study, Li4N adopts a form analogous to the known Ca2N-type
structure, but with interesting structural differences.
One can classify electrides into zero-dimensional (0-D), 1-D,

and 2-D on the basis of the dimensionality of the electronic
structure of the anionic electrons as well as the geometric
structure of the space where they are trapped. The 0-D
electride is exemplified by C12A7 (see above), in which the
anionic electrons are localized at interstitial sites and should
therefore lead to a narrow band, the so-called cage states or cage
conduction band.51 The 2-D electride is exemplified by Ca2N, in
which the anionic electrons are loosely confined in the
interlayer space and behave as a 2-D electron gas, resulting in
a broad band. Recently, a combined experimental and
theoretical study conducted by Hosono and co-workers has
added Y2C to the family of 2-D electrides.52 1-D electrides are
not known, but Hosono and co-workers predict a 1-D electride
with a [La8Sr2(SiO4)6]

4+:4e− configuration, in which the four
anionic electrons are confined in the channel spaces of the host
material.53 Recently they also investigated a quasi-1-D electride
with the formula Y5Si3.

54

The low-dimensionally confined electrons in the interstitial
voids of electrides lead to many fascinating chemical and
physical properties, such as a low work function, i.e., 2.4−2.6
eV, which is less than those of alkali and alkaline-earth
metals.55,56 Building on such properties, C12A7 and Ca2N
electrides have been used as electron injectors in various
applications, such as catalysts57−61 and electronic devices.62

Also, application to non-linear optical materials,63,64 anode
materials,65 and superconductors66,67 is envisaged.
Theorists have been active in exploring electrides. Liu and

co-workers, using the CALYPSO structure-searching method-
ology, found that Li−C compounds are likely to be 2-D
electrides.68 Hosono and co-workers69,70 have carried out
extensive database screening followed by density functional
theory (DFT) calculations and identified some carbides as
likely 2-D electrides. Ma and co-workers have designed 89 new
inorganic electrides that are classified into 3-D, 2-D, and 0-D by
what they call inverse design.71

Most of the searching for electrides has been carried out for
high pressure, and under those conditions Mg3O2,

72 Na2He,
73

and Li6O
74 have been identified as electrides. Recently, Kokail

et al. have found an electride-like interstitial charge localization
in Li−S compounds under high pressure.75 Also, there are
some theoretical studies on single molecules as possible
electrides.76−78 One needs great theoretical care here, as one
does in the more developed field of Rydberg molecules.79

Development of theoretical methodology to quantify electron
delocalization and describe electronic structure in electrides
also plays an important role.80,81

As we will show, Li4N, or [(Li+)4N
3−·e−], electrides are

predicted to contain voids of varying dimensionality, very much
akin to the C12A7 and Ca2N materials. In the Li−Li3N phase
diagram, a smooth liquidus extends across the entire
composition range, and there is no experimental evidence for
a eutectic.13 The investigation that follows provides evidence
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for metastable solid Li4N, perhaps crystalline, perhaps
amorphous (a glassy state).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Li3N Crystal Structures. Given the great stability of ionic

Li3N in the Li−N phase diagram, we might anticipate in Li4N
an intergrowth of layers or slabs, or 3-D ionic regions,
resembling the nitride structure, along with metallic Li regions,
as can be seen in the alkali metal sub-oxides.82 Therefore,
before we scrutinize Li4N, let us review the structure of Li3N.
Experimentally Li3N, α-Li3N, has been characterized as a

hexagonal layered P6/mmm structure (see Figure 1a) at

standard pressure.10 However, recent theoretical studies
found that the α-Li3N structure has an imaginary phonon
mode under static conditions and as T→ 0 K; further searching
then leads to a P3 ̅m1 α′-Li3N structure (see Figure 1b).83 Not
only is the energy difference of the two structures tiny (around
1 meV/formula unit), but also the geometrical difference
between them is small.83 One of the aforementioned structure
searches, that of Oganov and co-workers,18 found a competitive
cubic structure of Li3N (c-Li3N), with space group Pm3 ̅m, at 0
GPa (see Figure 1c). Jansen and co-workers84 predicted the c-
Li3N structure should be a metastable phase with a very small
transition pressure relative to the α-Li3N structure. c-Li3N has
no imaginary phonon modes, is semiconducting with a
calculated band gap of 1.90 eV, and has in these calculations
a lower formation enthalpy than α-Li3N and α′-Li3N by around
25 meV/formula unit.85 In the Supporting Information (SI) we
discuss our own calculations on the three Li3N structures.
Functionals make a difference, but all three structures are very
close to each other in energy.
Although there are slight displacements of Li atoms along the

c-axis (around 0.1 Å), indicated by blue arrows in Figure 1b, α-
Li3N and α′-Li3N are quite similar in structure. The N3− ions
have two Li neighbors at 1.9 Å and six at 2.1 Å, forming corner-
and edge-sharing NLi8 polyhedra (hexagonal bipyramids, see
Figure 1d). The variation in N−Li distances is very small, and
actually not far from the sum of the Shannon radii86 for the
ions (1.46 Å for N3−, 0.76 Å for Li+). Li atoms in the basal

plane are shared by three N atoms, while the other Li atoms in
apical positions are shared by two N atoms. On the other hand,
in c-Li3N, the nitride ions have six Li neighbors at 1.9 Å,
forming corner-sharing NLi6 octahedra (see Figure 1e), where
all Li atoms are shared by two N atoms. This structure is akin
to that of Na3N,

84,87 which has the so-called anti-ReO3
structure.
The polyhedral representation makes clear the difference

between c and α, α′ structures for Li3N: the first coordination
sphere of the nitride contains six lithiums in one case and eight
in the other. They are quite different, yet both close to each
other in energy. The similarity in energy of two or three
structures differing from each other not in the position of the
nitrides, but in the position of the Li+ ions, of course must be
related to the eventual ionic conductivity of solid Li3N. N-
centered NLin polyhedral units will also emerge as the key
structural motif in Li4N.

Li4N Crystal Structures. To find stable structures of Li4N
at P = 1 atm, we performed static ground-state structure
searches using both an evolutionary algorithm, as implemented
in the XtalOpt program,88 and particle-swarm optimization,
which is implemented in the CALYPSO program.19 All the
calculations reported in this paper are ground-state calculations
at P = 1 atm. The phonons and zero-point energies (ZPEs) are
primarily calculated using the harmonic approximation. We are
working on moving beyond this approximation.
Too many structures, close in energy yet distinct, came our

way. Some of them are very similar. We screened these
structures on the basis of the type of the NLin polyhedra they
contain, their connectivity, histograms of atom-to-atom
distances, space group, lattice parameter, and total energy.
We found in the end some 25 distinct structures, including 22
dynamically stable structures, which are summarized in Table 1,
and three dynamically unstable structures, within 18 meV/atom
of each other in energy. Note that structure 1 in Table 1 was
not found in our initial structure search, but we came to it in
another way, to be described. Some of the structures in the
table were found by both XtalOpt and CALYPSO, but the
others were only found by either XtalOpt or CALYPSO.
In Table 1, the enthalpy of formation (ΔHf) of LixNy is

calculated using the following formula:

Δ = − − +H H xH yH x y(Li N ) [ (Li N ) (Li) (N)]/( )x y x yf

(1)

where the enthalpies of α-N (Pa3 ̅)89 and bcc Li (Im3 ̅m)90 are
used as a reference. Although Li has a bcc structure under
ambient conditions, it undergoes a martensitic phase transition
at around 75 K from bcc to a rhombohedral 9R (R3 ̅m)
structure, which is a close-packed structure with a nine-layer
stacking sequence.91,92 Our calculation using the PBE func-
tional showed that the 9R Li is little bit more stable than the
bcc Li, by 1.5 meV/atom. This value is not far from the values
found in the literature.93,94 Even if dispersion correction and
HSE06 hybrid functional calculation are included, the energy
difference between bcc and 9R remains almost unaffected (the
SI contains a detailed discussion of corrections for ZPE, the
inclusion of dispersion, and the effects of a hybrid functional).
However, the ZPE of 9R is larger than that of bcc by just 1.4
meV/atom in the harmonic approximation, so they have almost
the same energy after the ZPE correction. Were we to adopt
the 9R Li as the reference for the calculation of the formation
enthalpy of Li4N structures without any ZPE correction, the
enthalpies of the latter would be larger by 1.2 meV/atom.95 It

Figure 1. Optimized structures of (a) α-Li3N, (b) α′-Li3N, and (c) c-
Li3N [green = Li, purple = N]. Since the geometrical difference
between α-Li3N and α′-Li3N is very small, blue arrows indicating slight
distortions of Li atoms along the c-axis are shown as a guide to the eye.
Polyhedral representations for α-Li3N and c-Li3N are also shown in
(d) and (e), respectively.
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is, of course, important what the ground-state structure of Li
actually is, but for our energetic considerations on Li4N,
whether the reference energy of Li is for bcc or 9R is not
significant.
Figure 2a shows the energetically most stable structure found

in our structure search (denoted as 1′). But let us immediately
add that it is so by only 4 meV per atom (20 meV per formula
unit) compared to the second most stable one. Structure 1′ is
not included in Table 1 because it is found to be dynamically
unstable (see below for details). In this P4/mmm structure, Z =
4, where Z is the number of formula units per unit cell. We can
see in the structure of 1′ a four-layered corner-sharing NLi6
octahedral slab as well as Li square sub-lattices. There are three
Li atoms in the interlayer region, which appear to have no
interaction with N atoms. They might be regarded as an
elemental Li layer, whose structure is similar to bcc Li. The
four-layered corner-sharing NLi6 octahedral slab in this
structure is identical to a slab of the cubic structure of Li3N
(c-Li3N). This suggests that we should worry about possible
larger unit cell segregations, on the way to bcc Li + c-Li3N.

Though we do not have the computational resources to do
structure searches for the structures with larger Z values than 4,
we did explore potential segregation in another way (see
below).
Our phonon calculation revealed that the Z = 4, P4/mmm

structure has imaginary phonon modes, indicating dynamical
instability. So we followed the imaginary phonon modes and
reached a little bit more stable structure (structure 1), with no
imaginary phonons. The energy difference between the two
structures is just 1 meV/atom. The Pmma structure obtained is
shown in Figure 2b; it has Z = 8. Clearly this is a slightly
distorted version of Z = 4, P4/mmm structure.
Let us look at other stable structures. Figure 3 shows the

second, third, and fourth most stable structures found in our
structure search (structures 2, 3, and 4). In this figure, energies
relative to structure 1 are also shown. These structures are
energetically very close to the most stable one just described,
yet they are geometrically very different from that structure and
each other. Perhaps this is most easily seen from a structural
fingerprint, a histogram of N−Li and Li−Li distances in the two
structures, in Figure 3. Note that the histograms are for all N or
Li atoms in unit cell, so if one wants the number of them per N
or Li atom, one has to divide by Z, and further by 4 for Li.
Histograms of N−N separations (not shown) are not
informativein all structures the nitride ions keep as far
away from each other as possible, at a N−N separation of 3.5−
4.0 Å.
The peaks in the histograms of N−Li separations are very

discrete. The first peak, which describes the first coordination
sphere of N, is observed around 2.0 Å. This value is pretty
much the same as the N−Li distances in Li3N, and is very close
to the sum of the Shannon radii for N3− and Li+. The major
variation in the Li−N histograms is in the number of atoms in
the first coordination sphere, namely the number of lithiums

Table 1. Dynamically Stable Li4N Structures Obtaineda

structure Z
space
group

ΔHf (eV/
atom)b typec

type of
polyhedrad

connectivity of
polyhedra

1 8 Pmma −0.309 a NLi6 corner
2 2 P4/

mmm
−0.305 a NLi6 corner

3 4 P21/c −0.301 b NLi8 corner, edge
4 8 Fmmm −0.299 c NLi8 corner, edge
5 8 C2/c −0.298 b NLi8 corner, edge
6 4 Cmcm −0.295 b NLi7 corner, edge
7 4 P1 −0.293 b NLi7, NLi8 corner, edge
8 3 P1 −0.292 c NLi8 corner, edge,

face
9 4 C2/m −0.292 c NLi7 corner, edge
10 6 R3̅m −0.292 a NLi8 corner, edge
11 2 P6̅m2 −0.291 a NLi8 corner, edge
12 4 P1 −0.290 b NLi7, NLi8 corner, edge
13 3 P3m1 −0.290 a NLi8 corner, edge
14 4 Pc −0.289 b NLi6, NLi8 corner, edge
15 4 P1̅ −0.289 b NLi9 edge, face
16 4 P1̅ −0.289 b NLi8 corner, edge,

face
17 8 C2/m −0.289 c NLi8, NLi9 corner, edge,

face
18 8 Cmcm −0.289 c NLi7 corner, edge
19 8 Cc −0.289 c NLi8, NLi9 edge, face
20 2 C2/m −0.288 b NLi8 edge
21 2 P63mc −0.288 b NLi8 edge
22 4 P21/c −0.287 b NLi9 edge
23 3 P1 −0.287 c NLi8 corner, edge,

face
aExcept for structure 1, they were found in our structure search.
Structure 1 was arrived at by following the imaginary phonon modes in
a dynamically unstable structure of low energy. See text for details.
bCalculated by using the PBE functional without zero-point energy
(ZPE) correction. cThe structural classification is given in the text.
Briefly, type-a structures contain NLin extended polyhedral slabs
joined by Li parallelogram sub-lattices, type-b structures contain NLin
extended polyhedral slabs joined by void slabs, and type-c structures
contain what appear to be 0-D voids. dOn examining all the
histograms of N−Li distances, we found that the longest N−Li
distance in the quite distinct first coordination peak is at 2.4 Å. So we
set this distance to be the threshold for determining the coordination
polyhedron around a nitride ion.

Figure 2. (a) Calculated Z = 4, P4/mmm structure of Li4N with the
lowest energy in our initial structure search (structure 1′). This
structure has small imaginary phonon modes. (b) Z = 8, Pmma
structure of Li4N (structure 1), which was obtained by following the
imaginary phonon modes in the Z = 4, P4/mmm structure. The N-
centered NLi6 octahedral units are illustrated in polyhedral
representation. In this and all subsequent figures we show static
ground-state structures.
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about the same short distance from the nitride. This is 6 for the
lowest energy structure, and 6 for the first structure in Figure
3a, but it is 8 for the other two structures in Figure 3. The
histogram of Li−Li separations strongly depends on the
structure, so this is a really good structural fingerprint.
The Z = 2, P4/mmm structure (structure 2, Figure 3a) goes

out of dynamical stability if we use much finer k-point grids
and/or a much larger supercell in the phonon calculations.
Following the imaginary phonon modes leads to a Z = 4, Pmma
structure (shown in the SI). There is no discernible energy
difference between the two structures; the accompanying
distortions are small. We will retain the higher symmetry
structure in the discussion. Let us call this class of crystal
structures, of which 1′ and 2 are examples, type a, namely those
structures containing NLin extended polyhedral slabs joined by
Li parallelogram sub-lattices.
In the P21/c structure (structure 3, Figure 3b), we can clearly

see layering. The layer consists of corner- and edge-sharing
NLi8 polyhedra. There are no isolated Li atoms in the interlayer
region; instead one can perceive void slabs. All the lithiums are
within the first coordination sphere of a nitrogen. Let us call
this class of crystal structures type b, the class containing NLin
extended polyhedral slabs joined by what we may call void
slabs. This structure type is analogous to the known Ca2N-type.
Our structure search was performed in the range of Z from 1

to 4, but we can generate a conventional cell, which has a Z
larger than 4, based on the symmetry of the primitive cell
obtained. Thus, Figure 3c shows an Fmmm structure that has Z
= 8 (structure 4). This structure is composed of corner- and
edge-sharing NLi8 polyhedra. Since the polyhedral units are

three-dimensionally interconnected, we do not see any layering.
Let us call this class of crystal structures type c.
The voids included in type-b structures are two-dimension-

ally extended. On the other hand, the dimensionality of the
voids, judged structurally, in type-c structures has to be
determined individually. For example, in the middle of the unit
cell of structure 4, a void can be perceived; it has fairly big
passages to neighboring voids along four directions in the bc
plane, pointing from the center of the cell to the midpoint of
the “a edge”. This suggests that the voids in 4 are extended two-
dimensionally. It is hard to decide whether the passage between
two neighboring voids is large or small, so one might argue that
the voids in 4 are 0-D. Later we will judge the dimensionality of
these type-c structures in another, electronic, way based on the
electron distribution near the Fermi level.
The last two structures in Figure 3, though they contain NLi8

polyhedra, are different from those found in α-Li3N and α′-
Li3N (these contain hexagonal bipyramids). Among our 23
dynamically stable Li4N structures, we found some that are akin
to α-Li3N and α′-Li3N. These are structures 10 and 20, shown
in the SI.
All the other structures we found, while different from each

other and distinctand this distinction is most easily seen in
their fingerprint histograms, shown in the SIcan be classified
into the three types identified. All the indications are of a good
number of competitive structures of comparable energy. The
resulting material may well be amorphous, a possibility we
investigate in more detail below.

Is Li4N Stable? Figure 4 illustrates the enthalpy of
formation per atom for the reaction xLi + yN → LixNy

Figure 3. (Top) The second (a), third (b), and fourth (c) most stable structures of Li4N found in our structure search (structures 2, 3, and 4,
respectively). Z, space group, and the energy relative to structure 1 are shown above each structure. (Middle) Histograms of the distances from all N
atoms in the unit cell to Li atoms and (bottom) those from all Li atoms in the unit cell to the other Li atoms. The histograms were generated by
Distance Explorer implemented in CrystalMaker. The distance search was carried out in the range from 0 to 4 Å. The bin size is set to 0.1 Å.
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calculated with eq 1, as a function of nitrogen atomic content,
i.e., y/(x + y), in the range from 0 to 0.25. Note that ZPE
energies are included. The SI shows similar lines for inclusion
of dispersion corrections, and for single-point HSE06
computations.
The leftmost point on the horizontal axis corresponds to bcc

Li. We need to connect the tie line to the energy of Li3N, and
here we run into the problem encountered earlierthere is
disagreement, between experiment and theory, and also among
the theoretical treatments, on whether the favored structure is
α-Li3N, α′-Li3N, or even c-Li3N. We draw lines to all three in
Figure 4; it can be seen that the Li3N energies are so close to
each other that the question of which structure one is to use is
effectively moot.
In Figure 4, the purple filled circle indicates ΔHf of the most

stable Li4N structure. The circle essentially touches the line.
Li4N is thermodynamically stable, or very close to itits
decomposition to Li and the nitride is approximately
thermoneutral at P = 1 atm.
Possibility of Segregation into c-Li3N and bcc Li.

Structures 1, 2, and 10 hint at a segregation to Li + c-Li3N or Li
+ α(α′)-Li3N. This has to be investigated further. As we
mentioned above, for Z = 2, P4/mmm (2) and Z = 4, P4/mmm
(1′) structures can be perceived as built up of alternating c-
Li3N and bcc Li layers. Here we will call them structures S1 and
S2.
We cannot do full structure searches for Z > 4. To check

whether further segregation leads to still more stabilization, we
adopted a different strategy. We constructed manually a
doubled unit cell of S2 in the direction of the c-axis. Then,
the central c-Li3N layer was divided into two, and the upper
half was exchanged with the bcc Li layers located just above it.
The same thing was done for the lower half. This trial structure
was optimized; the result is shown in Figure 5. We call this
structure S3.
We can also manually generate a less segregated structure

with Z = 1 as a starting model of probing segregation. This
structure does not contain any Li atoms between the NLi6
polyhedral slabs. We call this structure S0. From a phonon

calculation, this structure is found to be dynamically unstable
(see the SI).
The formation enthalpy without ZPE of S3 is −0.313 eV/

atom. This is more stable, by just a little, than any other
structure found in our structure search. Since this enthalpy does
not include ZPE, we cannot update the position of the purple
filled circle in Figure 4. But it should definitely be on the tie-line
calculated without ZPE correction shown in the SI.
At the first step of the segregation (from S0 to S1), the

structure is significantly stabilized by 69 meV/atom. However,
after that, at each step of the segregation sequence (from S1 to
S2 or from S2 to S3), the structure becomes more stable just by
4 meV/atom. We do not have the computational resources at
present for calculating phonons of S3; if it is dynamically
unstable, there is a still more stable (slightly, judging by our
experience with other structures) structure to be found.
There is a good reason why segregation is a possibility. First,

both Li and Li3N have a cubic unit cell. Second, the lattice
parameters of bcc Li and c-Li3N are very close. a = b = 3.42 Å
for bcc Li, and a = b = 3.87 Å for c-Li3N. The segregated
structures have an intermediate lattice parameter of a = b =
3.85 Å, and thus the resulting structures emerge as a
compromise between them, since the lattice spacing in the
composite is closer to that of c-Li3N, bcc Li seems to be softer
than the ionic nitride. Of course this line of reasoning for
segregation can just as well be used as a rationale for
metastability of unsegregated, mixed layer structures.
Even though S3 is more stable (by a little) than the other

structures we found, we go on with examining the electronic
properties of those structuressynthesis may provide those
structures (or an amorphous material, see below), and the
barrier to their conversion to S3, or complete segregation, will
be large.

Amorphous and Liquid Li4N. Intrigued by the fact that
Li4N has a rather flat energy landscape, we have constructed

Figure 4. Part of the convex-hull diagram of the Li−N binary system,
namely the tie-lines between bcc Li and α-, α′-, and c-Li3N, as a
function of nitrogen atomic content. Enthalpies of formation (ΔHf)
per atom of static ground-state LixNy phases at P = 1 atm and T→ 0 K
are calculated with the PBE functional; harmonic ZPEs are added. The
purple filled circle indicates ΔHf of the most stable Li4N found,
structure 1.

Figure 5. Sequence probing segregations of Li4N into the c-Li3N and
bcc Li layers. S1 is the same as the structure 2, but with a different
choice of cell origin. S2 is the same as the structure 1′ shown in Figure
2a. S3 is the structure constructed from S2 (see the text for the details
of the construction). We start the process with a less segregated
structure with Z = 1, S0. The formation enthalpy calculated with the
PBE functional without ZPE is shown below the structure.
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plausible amorphous models for Li4N using configurational bias
Monte Carlo methods96 and finite temperature molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations (see Computational Methods
section for details). The amorphous models built in this fashion
were in turn optimized at T → 0 K and P = 1 atm for a one-to-
one comparison with Li4N crystals. The largest model built had
Z = 48 (am-Li192N48). Its detailed structure is shown in the SI;
the model contains 5-,97 6-, 7-, and 8-coordinated NLin
polyhedral units. Quite disordered, this model is only 42
meV/atom higher in energy compared to structure 1. Other
amorphous models that are energetically competent are given
in the SI.
Given the melting points of Li (454 K) and Li3N (1086 K),

one would expect that of Li4N to be intermediate between the
two. We have also simulated a liquid state of Li4N with Z = 16
(denoted as lq-Li64N16) by MD at 1000 K (see Computational
Methods section for details), a temperature at which we think
Li4N might be liquid.
Figure 6 shows the calculated total radial distribution

function (RDF) for lq-Li64N16. Those for am-Li192N48 and

the most stable Li4N crystal (cr) structure 1 (Z = 8, Pmma),
here called cr-Li32N8, are also shown. The atom-specific N−Li
and Li−Li RDFs are shown in the SI. It is evident from Figure
6b that the amorphous solid model lacks long-range order, and
of course, the liquid also quickly loses order as one moves to
longer distances (see Figure 6a,b). On the other hand, the long-
range order naturally persists in structure 1, cr-Li32N8 (see
Figure 6c).
Comparing RDFs with the histograms of the atom-to-atom

distances in Figure 3, we see a clear agreement in the well-
developed first coordination sphere, much as expected, even in
the liquid state. The peak at ∼2.0 Å is sharp; it corresponds to
the N−Li first coordination sphere. The peak at 2.5 Å comes
from the Li−Li nearest neighbors; it is rather broad, which
indicates that the Li sub-lattice is more diffusive. This is
consistent with ionic conductivity of Li3N, a subject we will

explore in detail elsewhere. Further analysis of atom-specific
RDFs is given in the SI.

Evidence for the Electride Nature of Li4N. ELF First.
Determining whether a material is an electride or not is not
simple. One needs to look for both valence electron density off
the nuclei, and for high values of the electron localization
function (ELF).98−100 These criteria have also been suggested
by Martinez-Canales et al.31 Let us look for both in the Li4N
structures we have found.
The ELF plots for structure 1 are illustrated in Figure 7. The

degree of electron localization is well gauged by ELF. The value

of ELF (usually denoted by η) is normalized in the range from
0 to 1. η = 0.5 corresponds to the homogeneous electron gas,
while regions where η is close to 1 correspond to well-localized
electrons, such as cores, bonds, and lone pairs.101 Figure 7a
shows the isosurface of ELF with η = 0.7. There are two
different regions where electrons are localized. One is the
region around the nitride ions, namely the center of NLi6
octahedrathese are the nitride core regions. High ELF values
are also found in the interstitial region, in the elemental bcc Li
layer.
We scrutinize the ELF contours in the elemental Li layer in

Figure 7b,c, showing two different plane cuts through the
layers. In both contours we can see distinct ELF attractors
(non-nuclear maxima of the electron density) located in the
interstitial regions. They certainly look like a signature of an
electride.
Some of ELF plots for the other structures we found are

shown later, but others are shown in the SI. Briefly, we found
that by the ELF criterion there is localization of electrons off
the atoms in all the predicted Li4N structures, including the
segregated Li4N and amorphous Li4N structures. In the SI we
discuss the ELF plots for S3, the most stable Li4N structure
found in this study. It shows features similar to those exhibited
in Figure 7at the boundary between the Li layer and c-Li3N
layer, there are signs of localization in the form of ELF
attractors.

Figure 6. Total radial distribution function (RDF), g(r), for (a) a
liquid state of Li4N at 1000 K (lq-Li64N16), (b) an amorphous Li4N
solid model (am-Li192N48), and (c) crystal structure 1 (cr-Li32N8).
RDFs for am-Li192N48 and cr-Li32N8 are calculated for a single
optimized structure, while that for lq-Li64N16 is calculated from a MD
trajectory. The bin size is set to 0.05 Å.

Figure 7. (a) Isosurface of ELF with the value of 0.7 for structure 1.
ELF contours of the elemental Li layer of structure 1 illustrated in the
(1 ̅01) and (101) planes are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. Atoms
which are not in the plane are not shown.
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Is electride formation a general feature of metal−insulator
interfaces? We intend to pursue this problem further.
Electron Densities. Let us move on to scrutiny of the

electronic structure and valence electron density, to see if it
contains any signs of electride formation. Figure 8a shows the

density of states (DOS) of structure 1. The Fermi level is
located at E = 0 eV. Structure 1 should be metallic; however,
the DOS at the Fermi level is low. The full band structure is
shown later, as are the DOS profiles of the other structures. All
the calculated band structures of metastable Li4N structural
alternatives are metallic; these conclusions have been checked
with “better functionals” in the SI.
We can visualize the electron density in a given energy

region. So Figure 8b shows a contour map of the electron
density integrated in the energy region from −3.2 to −1.0 eV.
These are clearly nitride levels. More interesting is a contour
map of the partial electron density just below the Fermi level;
and integrated over the energy region from −1.0 to 0.0 eV (see
Figure 8c). In this energy range, there is substantial electron
density on the nitride ions in the c-Li3N layer, but little in the
other layers. We can also see very clearly four non-atom-
centered electron density maxima in the elemental Li layer.
These regions of off-atom density are a hallmark of electrides.
One does need to examine carefully whether there may be
overlap between such regions.102 The regions where non-
nuclear electron density maxima exist in this structure coincide
with the regions where the ELF is high, although the maxima of
ELF are not separated if we draw the isosurface of ELF with η
of 0.7 or less, but diffused over the whole interlayer region (see
Figure 7b). We identify the electrons in these regions as the
anionic components of an electride.
In the SI we show a similar analysis for the more segregated

Li4N structure, S3, as well as amorphous am-Li192N48.
Classification of the Electrides Found. Figure 9 shows

the DOSs of structures 2, 3, and 4, chosen as representative
structures of types a, b, and c. Structures classified as a and b,
being structurally layered, are potential candidates for 2-D
electrides. Those of type c have to be looked at one by one, for
the dimensionality of the type-c electrides is sensitive to the

interconnectivity of the voids in the NLin polyhedral network.
As will be shown below, we have not found any strictly 1-D
systems, but we do identify 0-D, 2-D, and 3-D electrides.
Generally the energy dependence of the DOS profile

depends on the dimensionality of the system.103 0-D confined
electrons should lead to a relatively sharp and narrow DOS
peak, whereas the 2-D systems should have a typical
delocalized, metallic DOS. A dependence of the DOS on
E−1/2 and E1/2 is characteristic of 1-D and 3-D systems,
respectively. We attempted to classify the Li4N structures found
on the basis of the shape of its DOS. But it turns out that things
are not so simple; the nitrides also have some contribution into
the region around the Fermi level, making the DOS profiles not
as clear as expected.
Could the band structures be of help here? Figure 10 shows

the electronic band structures for 1, 2, 3, and 4. The k-point
paths were determined from the crystal symmetry by using
Materials Studio;104 the standard path for each lattice type is
taken from the literature.105

Let us look closely at the bands in the energy range where we
imagine the anionic electrons reside, namely around −1.0 to 0.0
eV. For structure 1, around E = −0.5 eV, there is flat band
development along Y−S; this is a path along the reciprocal
space direction related to the unit cell vector perpendicular to
the elemental Li layer. Significant dispersions can be seen along
the other paths. This means that the anionic electrons are
localized in the direction perpendicular to the Li layer, but
delocalized in the Li layer. So we can designate 1 as a 2-D
electride. The same is true for 2 and 3. We observe the flat
development of bands around E = −0.4 eV along R−X for 2
and along Y−A for 3; the Brillouin zone (BZ) labels are
different (they belong to different space-groups), but these
paths are related to the direction perpendicular to the elemental
Li layer in 2 and the void slab in 3. So they are also 2-D
electrides.
In structure 4 we saw voids surrounded by the NLi8

polyhedra, so one might anticipate that this could be a 0-D
electride. But it is not so in this particular case. We reproduce
this large unit cell (Z = 8) structure below, in Figure 11a.
Though the cell is large, the BZ for this space group is not so
complicated (see Figure 11b). In the band structure of 4, we do
not see any significant dispersion of bands along Z−T (around
E = −0.6 eV), S−X (around E = −0.2 eV), and U−R (around E

Figure 8. (a) Density of states of structure 1. The partial charge
density maps for the (1 ̅01) plane calculated using the energy ranges of
−3.2 eV ≤ E ≤ −1.0 eV (b) and −1.0 eV ≤ E ≤ 0.0 eV (c). The Fermi
level is located at E = 0.0 eV. Atoms which are not in the plane are not
shown.

Figure 9. DOSs (per electron) of structures (a) 2, (b) 3, and (c) 4.
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= −0.5 eV), all of which correspond to the direction parallel to
the unit cell vector a. On the other hand, there are significant
dispersions of bands along BZ directions corresponding to the
b- and c-axes, which indicates that the anionic electrons are
delocalized into two directions, i.e., b and c, but confined along
one direction, i.e., a. This leads to a conclusion that structure 4
should also be seen as a 2-D electride.
To get further insight into the electron density of 4, we

inspect the partial charge density. Since there are 136 electrons
(Li: 1s2, 2s1 and N: 2s2, 2p3) in the unit cell, the 68th band
(counted from the bottom) should be the highest occupied

band. The 68th band is highlighted in red in Figure 10d. The
band structure shows that the 68th band can be the second
highest occupied band or, crossing the Fermi level, the lowest
unoccupied band at some k-points. But on average it should be
the highest occupied band. Figure 12 shows the contour maps

of the partial charge density obtained by integrating the square
of the absolute value of the wave function with band index 68
over all k-points. In the contour maps in the ab and ac planes
(see Figure 12a and b), the non-nuclear maxima of charge
density are well separated. On the other hand, the charge
density between the adjacent charge density maxima in the bc
plane (see Figure 12c) shows connecting regions of moderate
density. These connecting “necks” of electron density lead to
the electronic two-dimensionality of the phase, as judged by the
ELF and electron density criteria.

Figure 10. Electronic band structures for (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, and (d) 4. The Fermi level is indicated by the green dotted line. In the band structure
for 4, the 68th band is highlighted in red (see the text for details).

Figure 11. (a) Crystal structure of 4 reproduced and (b) lattice
vectors in the orthorhombic lattice (i.e., a, b, and, c) and the reciprocal
vectors (i.e., a*, b*, and, c*) together with the high symmetry points
used for the band structure calculation. The pink lines are the high
symmetry lines of the first Brillouin zone. The cuboid defined by the
black lines represents the real space lattice, while that defined by the
light blue lines represents the reciprocal lattice.

Figure 12. Contour maps of the partial charge density associated with
the highest occupied band of structure 4, which is highlighted in red in
Figure 10d, in the (a) ab, (b) ac, and (c) bc planes. Atoms which are
not in the plane are not shown.
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In search of a 0-D electride, we investigated other type-c
structures. Similar to structure 4, structures 9 and 17 were also
found to be electronically 2-D, and structures 8 and 23 3-D.
The details are shown in the SI.
Structure 18 finally provides the sought-for correspondence

between structural and electronic dimensionality. For this
phase, we can see in Figure 13b almost flat band development

at around E = −0.7 eV along U−R and R−T as well as just
below the Fermi level along Γ−Z. The k-point paths along R−
T, U−R, and Γ−Z are parallel to the unit cell vectors a, b, and
c, respectively. This indicates that the anionic electrons in the
0-D voids are confined in all three dimensions. Such
confinement is clearly shown in the partial electron density
maps of 18 (see Figure 14). The regions surrounding the non-
nuclear electron density maxima have low electron density,
leading to well separated anionic electrons. Structure 19
(analyzed in the SI) also presents a similar picture.

■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From crystal-structure explorations of Li4N at P = 1 atm, using
particle swarm optimization and evolutionary algorithms,
combined with DFT, there emerged 22 energetically similar
but geometrically distinct and dynamically stable ground-state
structures at 1 atm. We added one more structure to the list by

following the imaginary phonon modes in a low-energy
structure. There is much structural diversity among the
structures as found. NLin polyhedral units, with n = 6−9, are
common to all structures found. On the basis of the
connectivity of NLin polyhedra, we classified the structures
into three types, a, b, and c. Type a has a layered structure with
alternating NLin polyhedral layers, as well as an elemental
lithium layer. Type b has also a layered structure but consists
only of NLin polyhedral layers. Type c has three-dimensionally
interconnected NLin polyhedra forming more or less isolated
voids.
The NLi6 and NLi8 polyhedra found in some of the type-a

structures are very much akin to those in α(α′)-Li3N or c-Li3N,
which is the dominant phase in the Li−N phase diagram. This
hints at a segregation of Li4N into Li + Li3N. In building up
more segregated layers, we found an indication that segregation
is energetically favorable, but not necessarily decomposition
we have checked the thermodynamic stability of Li4N by
drawing the Li-rich side of the Li−N convex-hull diagram. Li4N
structures were found to be located just on or slightly above the
tie-line between Li and Li3N. So Li4N, stable or metastable, may
exist in any of the structures we found.
Because so many structures, quite different from each other,

are close (in calculations) in energy to each other, it may well
be that Li4N, when it is made, will be amorphous. Our
calculation for an amorphous model also supports this
conclusion. The material is also likely to be a good ionic
conductor because of a very broad peak observed in the RDF
for the Li−Li distances in our amorphous model.
We have investigated the electronic properties of all Li4N

structures found by plotting the band and DOS profiles. We
have also scrutinized the electron localization function and
partial charge density just below the Fermi level. We found that
all Li4N structures are weakly metallic. More interestingly, they
show signs of being P = 1 atm electrides, where anionic
electrons reside in the interstitial spaces, not associated with
ionic cores. All type-a and type-b structures were identified as
2D electrides, as were, surprisingly given the existence of voids
more or less isolated in them, some type-c structures. We did
find two 0-D electrides, these in type-c structures.

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Li4N structures at P = 1 atm were explored using both the evolutionary
structure search algorithm as implemented in the XtalOpt program88

and Crystal structure AnaLYsis by Particle Swarm Optimization
methodology as implemented in the CALYPSO program.19 All the
structures obtained from these programs were optimized using DFT,
as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).106

The generalized gradient approximation of Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof
(PBE)107 as the energy functional and the Projector Augmented Wave
(PAW) method for the electron−ion interaction were used.108,109 The
PAW potentials represent the valence electrons of Li as 1s2, 2s1 and

Figure 13. (a) Crystal structure of 18 shown in a 2×2×1 supercell and
(b) band structure of 18. The 68th band is highlighted in red.

Figure 14. Contour maps of the partial charge density associated with
the highest occupied band of 18, which is highlighted in red in Figure
13b, in the ab (left), ac (center), and bc (right) planes. Atoms which
are not in the plane are not shown.
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those of N as 2s2, 2p3. A plane-wave basis set cutoff of 650 eV, self-
consistent field (SCF) tolerance of 10−7 eV, Brillouin zone sampling
on a grid of spacing 2π × 0.01 Å−1, and 10−3 eV/Å threshold of forces
on atoms guaranteed good convergence. Single-point energy
calculations using a hybrid functional of HSE06110,111 were also
carried out. Since the hybrid functional calculation is very time-
consuming, the k-point spacing and the SCF tolerance were increased
to 2π × 0.03 Å−1 and 10−6 eV, respectively. To check the effect of
dispersion interactions, calculations using Grimme’s D3 dispersion
correction112 with the Becke and Johnson damping function113 were
also carried out. The phonon calculations were performed by using a
supercell approach114 with the finite displacement method as
implemented in the PHONOPY code.115 The histograms of atom-
to-atom distances were generated by Distance Explorer implemented
in CrystalMaker.116 The crystal structure graphics and isosurfaces were
produced using VESTA.117 The band structure was visualized by the
VNL software.118

The XtalOpt structure searches were carried out with system sizes
containing 1, 2, and 4 formula units per simulation cell. We have
followed a structure search approach similar to the one we used in our
LiNH2

119 and LiN3
6a studies. The CALYPSO structure searches were

performed with system sizes containing up to four formula units per
simulation cell. Each generation contains 40 structures, 60% of which
are generated by particle swarm optimization and the others by
random choice.
Li4N amorphous models were constructed using configurational

bias Monte Carlo methods implemented in Amorphous Cell.96,120 The
models were built upon structures 1, 1′, and 2 but for various Z values
(number of formula units per unit cell). The shape of the unit cell
considered is tetragonal, as this is the most stable lattice that we found
for Li4N crystal and the cells were loaded to a density approximately
equal to the structure 1 (0.88 g/cm3). Several approximate amorphous
constructions were prepared and these were initially optimized by
minimizing the close contacts between the neighboring atoms using
the Universal Force Field.121 Based on relative energies (under the
force field) of the amorphous structures, lower-energy amorphous
solids were screened and these again optimized with VASP using the
same settings as above for Li4N crystals.
We have carried out first-principles MD simulations for a liquid

state of Li4N. The structure was heated until it starts to melt at a
pressure of ∼0 GPa and at a temperature of 1000 K. To ensure that
the liquid state is obtained at that pressure, mean square displacements
were calculated for the MD trajectories (see the SI). We used finite-
temperature DFT with the GGA-PBE functional, as implemented in
VASP. The simulations were carried out in the canonical ensemble
(NVT) using Born−Oppenheimer dynamics with the Nose−́Hoover
thermostat. These simulations were performed for a 2 × 1 × 1
supercell of Z = 8, Pmma structure, i.e., structure 1. Thus, the
simulation cell includes totally 80 atoms. The same PAW potentials
with the same plane-wave cutoff energy as mentioned above were
used. The system was initially equilibrated for 1−2 ps, and
subsequently simulated for 6 ps, with a time step of 0.75 fs.
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